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Abstract. E-discussion tools provide students with the opportunity not only to
learn about the topic under discussion but to acquire argumentation and collaboration skills and to engage in analytic thinking. However, too often, ediscussions are not fruitful and moderation is needed. We describe our approach, which employs intelligent data analysis techniques, to support teachers
as they moderate multiple simultaneous discussions. We have generated six
machine-learned classifiers for detecting potentially important discussion characteristics, such as a “reasoned claim” and an “argument-counterargument” sequence. All of our classifiers have achieved satisfactory Kappa values and are
integrated in an online classification system. We hypothesize how a teacher
might use this information by means of two authentic e-discussion examples.
Finally, we discuss ways to bootstrap from these fine-grained classifications to
the analysis of more complex patterns of interaction.
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1 Introduction
E-discussion tools provide students with the opportunity not only to learn about the
topic under discussion but to acquire argumentation and collaboration skills and to
engage in analytic thinking. Tools such as Digalo1 and Free Styler2 [1] allow students
to use a shared workspace to present ideas, debate and argue with one another, and
ask questions. Visual languages consisting of typed text boxes and links provide additional scaffolds that help students structure the way they think about and discuss a
topic. Nevertheless, too often discussions are unfruitful: students misuse the tools for
private conversation instead of staying on topic, contributions lack critical reasoning,
arguments and questions of other participants are ignored and some students don’t
participate at all, while others dominate discussions. Thus, there is a need for active
help and guidance, be it from a machine tutor or a human teacher / moderator.
Our focus is on helping a teacher moderate a classroom of students using ediscussion tools in which the students comprise multiple discussion groups. The
teacher can bring to bear his or her experience and moderation expertise to steer the
1
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discussions when problems occur and provide encouragement when discussions are
productive. However when multiple e-discussions occur simultaneously, a single
teacher may struggle to follow all of the discussions. To direct the teacher’s attention
to the ‘hot spots,’ software tools that pre-process, aggregate, and summarize the incoming flood of data could be extremely valuable. In this respect, the task is reminiscent of that faced by systems that monitor power plants and medical patients where
vast amounts of raw data are analyzed, filtered and/or condensed to support human
decision making.
The ARGUNAUT project follows this approach with the ultimate aim of supporting teachers as they guide multiple, simultaneous e-discussions. Two analytical processes are particularly prominent in ARGUNAUT’s analysis of e-discussions: (1) the
“Shallow Loop” focuses on surface features that can be computed in a straightforward
way (e.g. the total number of contributions per student) and (2) the “Deep Loop”
evaluates situations requiring more complex analysis, combining textual, sequential
and structural information to classify more abstract aspects of discussion (e.g. ontopicness, reasoned claim). The Deep Loop inference mechanism is based on machine-learned classifiers, developed from our corpus of annotated discussions, and is
the focus of this paper. Our long-term goal is to use the classifiers also to automate
support and feedback for collaborating students in typical intelligent tutoring fashion.
In this paper, we provide an overview of the ARGUNAUT project and an in-depth
treatment of the Deep Loop Classification system. We describe the approach we have
employed to develop the Deep Loop classifiers and present the quantitative results
we’ve achieved, particularly emphasizing progress made since the work reported in
[2]. Finally, we provide specific examples and discuss how a teacher might use the
Deep Loop classifiers to identify good and bad discussion situations.

2 Related Work
The most relevant work to ours is by Rosé and colleagues, who have developed the
text analysis tool TagHelper [3], also used in our work. Originally, they aimed at freeing corpus analysts from the tedious task of manually coding large amounts of data,
rather than analyzing online discussions, which is our goal. In one application [4] they
analyzed a corpus of 1,250 coded text segments along multiple dimensions of argumentation in order to derive machine-learned classifiers. Some of the phenomena of
interest in their work, like argument-counterargument chains and grounded claims,
are quite similar to the categories we are interested in. They achieved acceptable
Kappa values of 0.7 or higher for six of seven dimensions. More recently, they developed an approach to providing dynamic support to dyads collaborating on a problemsolving task [5]. Similar to our approach, they perform online analysis of textual
communication data, in their case, chat data. In contrast to our approach, their analysis results are not displayed to human teachers but are instead used to trigger automatic interventions in the students’ activities. An empirical study showed significant
learning benefits in terms of analytical knowledge and conceptual understanding.
when dynamic support is provided
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Goodman et al. [6] also have developed a machine-learning approach to support
collaborative problem solving. Peer groups work together on a problem in the domain
of object modelling techniques (OMT). Their collaboration takes place within a
shared whiteboard (similar to the shared workspaces in ARGUNAUT) in which diagrams (e.g. class diagrams) have to be constructed. Peers communicate via a text chat
with a sentence opener interface; task management is supported by an agenda tool.
The system evaluates aspects concerning domain (e.g., domain knowledge of peers),
task (e.g., progress in solving the task) and, similar to our objectives, possible problems in the collaboration process (e.g. unanswered questions). The sentence opener
interface plays a critical role; it is used to automatically assign a dialogue act classification to each chat contribution. These dialogue acts are used as a meta-level description of the discourse and serve as features for machine-learning analyses, bypassing
the complicated task of natural language processing. The provided support is twofold: Some of the results are displayed immediately to the peers via meters, while direct support is provided by means of an artificial peer agent that verbally interacts
with the participants.

3 The ARGUNAUT Approach
In ARGUNAUT students discuss and debate questions within a shared workspace on
different networked computers in synchronous fashion [7, 8]. A discussion starts with
a shape containing the question to be discussed. Usually, controversial topics are chosen (like experiments on animals, abortion) to allow students to take different positions and to promote a lively exchange of arguments. Students contribute by adding
shapes, entering text into the shapes and connecting the shapes by links. Shapes and
links are not just simple text boxes and connectors; they have types and comprise a
visual language: There are shape types to express claims, arguments, questions, etc,
and link types to establish supporting and opposing relations.
A teacher can monitor multiple ongoing discussions in parallel using a tool called
the “Moderator’s Interface”. Here, important aspects of the discussion are displayed
in the form of “Awareness Indicators”. As discussed above, “shallow indicators” can
be computed in a straightforward fashion (e.g. the number of contributions per user);
“deep indicators” result from a more sophisticated machine learning-based analysis.
Currently, two types of deep indicators are computed: Shape-level indicators reflect
characteristics of a single contribution (e.g. whether this contribution contains a reasoned claim); paired-shape indicators reflect characteristics of two linked contributions (e.g., whether two shapes constitute a contribution-counterargument pair). Six
classifiers for deep indicators are currently available: “Reasoned Claim”3 and “Topic
Focus” at the shape level, “Question-Answer”, “Contribution followed by Question”,
“Contribution followed by Counterargument” and “Contribution followed by Supporting Argument” at the paired-shape-level. (Note that this is four more classifiers
than were available in an earlier reporting of our work [2].)
Although the Moderator’s Interface has not yet been used in a real classroom, we
anticipate that the combination of shallow and deep indicators will enable teachers to
more effectively and efficiently moderate multiple, simultaneous discussions.
3

Note that in previous work, this category was referred to as “Critical Reasoning”.
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4 Deep Loop Classifiers
The classifiers were developed using a three-stage process: First, a coding scheme
was developed for categories of interest and the data was coded accordingly. Second,
the data was translated into a format amenable to standard machine-learning algorithms. Third, experiments with a multitude of machine-learning techniques were carried out in order to derive the most effective classifiers. The resulting classifiers have
been integrated into the Classification Web Service to enable a teacher to run classifications online.
Originally, we were interested in twelve discussion categories but after initial experiments we focused our efforts on the six categories described below. There are
several reasons why we limited our scope: One category did not have sufficient intercoder agreement. Other categories were shown to be less promising after some initial
machine-learning experiments, partly because of an unbalanced class distribution and
too few examples for one class, two problems that are well known for their detrimental effects on machine learning [9, 10].
4.1 Data Description
The first step in building an example corpus was to collect data and code this data
with the categories of interest (Deep Loop indicators). The data was collected during
real classroom sessions in Israel and the U.K. Because the discussion language in Israel is Hebrew, it was necessary to translate these discussions into English before coding. This was done for experimental purposes only; in the longer term our intention is
to use customized versions of TagHelper applied to the language of interest.
After the pedagogical experts on our team agreed on a set of categories, coding instructions were developed, consisting of detailed explanations of when a code applies
and additional illustrative examples for further clarification. The final corpus presented here is the product of several coding iterations carried out by our pedagogical
experts in Israel and the U.K. To determine the reliability of the coding procedure, inter-rater reliability was computed by means of the Kappa statistic, yielding acceptable
values (near or above .70) for all but one category. More details concerning the coding procedure can be found in [2].
The final corpus comprised data of 72 discussions covering ethical questions
(‘Should we clone humans?’) as well as questions of opinion and fact (‘How does the
use of ICT affect learning experiences?’). In the end, we had 1,260 annotated shapes
and approximately 1,000 annotated shape pairs. All but one category (Reasoned
Claim) show a clear majority of one class, with proportions ranging between 75 %
and 85 % of all instances.
4.2 Machine Learning Experimentation and Results
As a first step, the data was cast in a form suitable for machine learning. We used a
data-centric approach by encoding as much information as possible in feature-value
form, without considering the specific categories of interest, in hopes that the inference mechanism itself would choose the relevant pieces of information. Shapes and
paired shapes were analyzed in terms of structural properties (shape and link types,
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incoming and outgoing links), sequential properties (chronological sequence of
shapes) and textual properties (textual content of shapes). The textual analysis was
done using TagHelper, discussed earlier [3]. We pre-processed the data by reducing
terms to their word stems and removing stop words. We extracted unigrams (single
terms), bigrams (pairs of consecutive terms), part-of-speech bigrams (two consecutive
part-of-speech classes), punctuation marks and text lengths.
The experiments were conducted with RapidMiner (formerly known as “Yale”), a
machine learning toolkit offering a wide range of methods for data pre-processing,
machine learning and validation [11]. We experimented with a variety of learning algorithms using different feature combinations, estimating the reliability of our classifiers by cross-validating data from one discussion (test set) against the data from the
remaining discussions (training set). Because data from one discussion was never in
the training and test set at the same time we avoided intra-discussion dependencies
and bias. We measured the reliability using Cohen’s Kappa [12] (a criterion more appropriate than the widely used error rate and accuracy measures which are both vulnerable to unbalanced class distributions). A Kappa value of 1.0 signifies a perfect
classifier, a Kappa value of 0 means a classifier performing equally well as a trivial
classifier that always chooses the majority class and Kappa below 0 means a classifier
even worse than the trivial majority voter.
Support Vector Machines (SVM), Boosted Decision Trees and Decision Lists
proved to be the most effective machine-learning algorithms. We achieved Kappa
values ranging from .60 to .71, which can be interpreted, according to [13], as moderate (1 category) to substantial agreements (5 categories) between the human annotations and machine-learned model4. Because these six classifiers performed reasonably
well, we integrated them into the classification web service.

5 How the Deep Loop Classifiers Could Help Teachers
In this section, we turn to the practical application of the Deep Loop. As discussed earlier, we have taken the approach of first having pedagogical experts on our project team
identify discussion categories of interest, annotate instances of those categories, and
then apply machine-learning techniques to create classifiers for those categories. However, at this stage of our project we have received only minimal feedback from teachers
on the pedagogical value of the classifiers. The following question then arises: what
could a teacher do with the results of the six classifiers described above? We address
this question by showing and discussing the Deep Loop classifiers applied in two authentic discussions. We hypothesize how a teacher might interpret actual Deep Loop results to recognize one discussion situation as fruitful and another as requiring support.
In general, we expect a fruitful discussion to be lively, with (close to) equal contributions by all participants. Questions should be answered and claims should be
4

There is no universal threshold for an acceptable Kappa value, the decision regarding what is
acceptable and what is not depends on domain and application. A more rigorous threshold is
given by Krippendorff [14] who recommends a value of .67 as the minimal acceptable interrater agreement for content analyses. Given that a teacher who is aware of uncertainties and
possible misclassifications will ultimately interpret the provided Deep Loop results, we consider the slightly more generous interpretation as sufficient.
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backed by supporting arguments. Contrary positions should be acknowledged and answered with counterarguments. Participants should always be open to persuasion
when more compelling arguments than their own are raised. Such quality criteria are
supported by the CSCL literature, see for instance [15] for a more detailed account of
criteria for assessing the quality of collaboration.
Figure 1 shows a situation that matches much of this description (CASE 1). The
question raised in this discussion was whether abortion is ethical when it is known
that the child will be born with a serious handicap. The question is introduced through
a fictional story that has been read by the students prior to the discussion. The original
question posed by the teacher is marked by a double-framed box. The figure shows
two students involved in a dialogue where student 1 (solid boxes) takes a position
against and student 2 (dashed boxes) in favor of abortion. Student 1 starts by stating
his opinion (contra abortion) and backs his position by pointing to the human right to
life. Student 2 counters that both parents and child will suffer, that a lot of money will
have to be spent, etc. Student 1 gives as a counterargument that, provided enough
money for treatments is available, the family can nevertheless live a good life. Student
2 objects that possibly the family does not have enough money. Finally, student 1
closes the thread by integrating both views: An abortion might be acceptable if the
family does not have enough money, otherwise not. Regardless of one’s personal position on abortion, this thread exhibits positive discourse characteristics, including:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

both students react to the position of their counterpart resulting in an argument-counterargument chain (3 CCA paired-shape classifications),
the chain contains a considerable amount of reasoned claims (3 RC shape
classifications),
all student contributions are on-topic (5 TF shape classifications),
a posed question was answered (1 QA paired-shape classification), and
the thread ends with an integration of both views.

Figure 2 shows a discussion in which a teacher’s intervention might be helpful
(CASE 2). This discussion addresses the same topic as example 1, namely abortion
under special circumstances. To the left of the teachers’ assignment (double-framed
box) there are contributions in favor of abortion in this situation. In summary, the

Fig. 1. Positive discussion situation (CASE 1)
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main arguments here are that both child and parents will suffer, and that it will be easier for the parents to abort a still unborn fetus than seeing their child die later on. On
the right-hand side we see contra-abortion contributions. The main arguments here are
based on a human’s right to life and religious convictions. Although here, too, almost
all of the contributions are on-topic and the arguments are valid, the discussion suffers
from a lack of interaction between participants. The arguments are made in isolation,
almost exclusively linked to the original question. Only the three shapes at the lower
right show some rudimentary interaction between the participants. Consequently, our
classifiers detect only one contribution-counterargument pair in the entire discussion,
in contrast to the three contribution-counterargument pairs in CASE 1 (and there we
only show a fraction of the entire discussion graph). At this point, a teacher might find
it valuable to intervene, encouraging the students to react to one another’s positions
and perhaps come to an integration/synthesis of multiple views.

Fig. 2. Discussion situation in which a teacher might want to intervene (CASE 2)

With the current classifiers, a teacher might be able to use the information of Figures 1 and 2 in both a quantitative and a qualitative manner. Quantitative usage is
supported in the Moderator’s Interface through display within each ongoing discussion the number of occurrences of each classification type. In this way, a teacher can
easily detect that CASE 1 contains a high proportion of counterarguments, whereas
CASE 2 has a noticeable lack of this discussion element (there are 12 shapes and only
1 CCA relation), indicating that intervention may be helpful. Qualitative evaluation
might also be helpful, as a purely quantitative analysis might point to critical situations but can also be deceiving because dynamic aspects of the discussion are no
longer visible. For instance, discussions might be in need of intervention, even with
the presence of many ‘reasoned claims’, as exemplified in CASE 2. Inspecting this
situation on the level of individual classifications reveals that virtually all of the contributions refer to the original question shape and not to the shapes created by the participants. The students here are only enumerating supportive and opposing arguments
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but do not deepen their understanding of the space of debate by arguing on arguments
and negotiating the meaning of underlying concepts [16].
Furthermore, a qualitative examination – or visual impression – might provide an
idea of what is going on without reading the contents. There might be controversial
discussion with lots of reasoned claims and argument-counterargument pairs, situations in which students don’t critically evaluate their peers’ opinions, manifested
through a lack of both supportive and opposing arguments, and places in which an accumulation of off-topic contributions suggests a drifting from the discussion. Once
such regions are identified, a teacher can read the contributions in more detail and intervene as required.
Our approach enables a teacher to look at a discussion on different levels of detail:
at the highest level information is summarized (and maybe also distorted), at the middle level the structure of interaction patterns is preserved but still abstracted from specific content, and at the lowest level the full information is offered without loss of
veracity but at the possible cost of detail ”overload.”

6 Discussion, Conclusions, and Future Work
As we have seen, machine-learned classifiers can compute useful aspects of ediscussions even without an in-depth (i.e., semantic) analysis of natural language. We
succeeded in deriving six classifiers that analyze discussion situations in terms of structural, chronological and shallow text characteristics and assign categories like “reasoned
claim” and “contribution-counterargument” to the analysis units. The classifiers are integrated within the ARGUNAUT system and allow teachers to analyze simultaneous
discussions online. We discussed how a teacher might use the system with two authentic
examples. Our initial results are quite encouraging, but there are still open questions.
One crucial question is how far our classifiers generalize beyond the training corpus.
Clearly, we cannot claim that our data sample has been drawn randomly from the population of all possible discussions. Although we have collected a considerable amount of
discussion data, the number of covered topics is still somewhat restricted. Especially our
‘topic focus’ classifier might incorporate idiosyncrasies from the topics being covered in
the training corpus and suffer when applied to different topics. Other categories, like
“reasoned claim”, “question-answer” and “contribution-counterargument”, are largely
topic-independent and may not be vulnerable to such dangers.
The real measure of success for any computer program is successful use by its intended audience working on tasks for which the program is intended for. Consequently, the logical next step is to test the Deep Loop classifiers ‘in the wild’ and to
collect feedback from teachers charged with monitoring multiple discussions simultaneously. This will help us find answers to the question of which categories help (and
which do not), which additional (missing) categories may be of interest, whether the
visualization of the classifications is appropriate, and whether the reliability threshold
we’ve adopted (Kappa > 0.6) is strict enough for this specific domain of application.
Such feedback will help us to move towards a real usable system.
Currently, as demonstrated by the two examples above, the classifications might help
a teacher find patterns of good and bad discussion situations (e.g. commission and omission of argument-counterargument chains). An alternative to such qualitative analyses is
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for the classifications to be used in a quantitative way to summarize discussions along
categories of interest. A first step in this direction has already been done: the total number of positive classifications is displayed to the teacher. We envision going much further by providing comparative statistics, in the form of appropriate visualizations (like
bar charts or pie charts), showing, for instance, that 40 % of all links in discussion X
represent an argument-counterargument relation whereas only 20 % a argumentsupporting argument relation. A final step might be to infer automatically qualities of
the whole discussion by analyzing its profile in terms of shape and paired-shape classifications. One could define a model using rules such as “If more than 30 % of all links
define an argument-counterargument relation then the discussion qualifies as controversial”. But of course, hand-crafting such a model requires superior human judgment and
expertise. Alternatively, one could use inductive inference. Labels would be assigned to
complete discussions and a machine-learned model computed that infers discussionlevel classifications from shape and paired-shape classifications. One problem with such
an approach is to obtain sufficient data: It is questionable whether the 72 discussions we
currently have are sufficient. Another difficulty lies in the propagation of errors in a
two-stage classification process: Erroneous classifications on the shape and pairedshape level might cause additional noise in the input for the discussion-level classifier
and hence, might have a harmful effect on performance.
Given the uncertainties regarding whether it is possible to define or learn a reliable
classification model for discussion characteristics, we see potential in another way of
bootstrapping from our shape and paired-shape results: Mikšátko and McLaren [17]
have developed a graph-matching algorithm, DOCE, that enables teachers to define
and find pedagogically interesting clusters, i.e. arbitrary large patterns, in on-going
discussions. Clusters are defined in terms of examples (e.g. an example for “Deepening discussion with multiple opinions”) that can be used to find similar clusters in
other discussions. We expect these example patterns will prove more useful to a
teacher than shape and paired-shape indicators in isolation, which might be structurally too limited and fine grained to capture significant interactions between students.
Initial evidence discussed in [17] shows that the use of shape- and paired-shape indicators as cluster features play an important role in the graph-matching process.
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